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THE STING BY JAP

CHAVEZ GOES BANANAS

I recently read an article in the BBC
news on the Internet about THE KING
and Mr Chavez ( which was more or less
the same as the Catalan press has told all
of us). The headline of the article was:
'Chavez in Spanish King coup jibe'
(12/11/07). I felt compelled to write the
following lines to the internet site.

Politeness and good manners go to-
gether

After reading this article I felt entitled,
as a Spanish person, to defend the be-
haviour of the KING and Mr. Zapatero.
Basically, Mr. Chavez does not have
enough diplomacy to be the president of
a country such as Venezuela. Besides, I
do believe THE KING reacted well as
Mr. Chavez got a bit mad and was going
bananas. NÚRIA FIGUEROLA

AN EVERYDAY PROBLEM

We should not attribute the problems
of drinking alcohol and urinating in the
street at the door of UEFA or Barça. In
the district of Navas [Barcelona] this is
an everyday occurrence. For the last
seven years, we have had a subsidised
restaurant for low cost tourists who
come to eat at the expense of the public
purse. The quality/price ratio is so high
that every day there are more customers.
I have to say that the manners of the
clients leave a lot to be desired. Tins and
bottles litter the ground and while it ap-
palls me to see urine all over the Fran-
cesc Macià monument, imagine how
much it appalls me to see it all over my
front door. Citizens of Barcelona, can’t
you see how they are taking the mickey
as well as our money. JORDI VILAGUT
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magine this planet and all the
people living in it after one of the
worst collective madnesses in his-
tory. A madness lasting four years
and four months. One in which

people competed at exterminating each
other in the most cruel of ways. But
suddenly a ray of hope came to the help of
mankind. The world returned to its
senses. Finally at the eleventh hour of the
eleventh day of the eleventh month of
1918 "the war was over". No headline was
big enough to proclaim it.

In the United States, where The Boston
American was published, the news came
at 2:45 AM. Immediately, according to
the newspaper, the whistles of factories
started hooting, as well as those of the
steam locomotives, drivers of taxi cabs
honked their horns, policemen on street
duty smashed the poles with their sticks,
bells of churches and meeting halls where
tolling wildly. By four AM everybody was
awaken in towns and cities across the
states. "Who could sleep with this bed-
lam?", asked the newspaper rhetorically.

I
The day of glory had come.

Let's see how the newspaper reported
the news beside its huge headline:"In this
war, which today passed its 1557th day,
approximately $221.000.000.000 of the
world treasure has been spent and about
8.000.000 lives have been brought to an
ultimate end. The Great War brought
suffering and torture to almost every vil-
lage and hamlet in the world and has for
all time saved civilization from the slav-
ery of autocratic rule. From today on-
ward through the ages, the human race
will determine its own methods of rule
and the theory of the divine right of chief-
tain can never again be employed”.

Behind stood the massive horrifying
death at the trenches, the suffocation,
blindness and paralysis brought by the
use of poisonous gas, the starvation, ill-
ness and broken families, the misery of
lives forever ruined by serious wounds. It
was a catalogue of savagery that, at least at
that moment, in the middle of the cold
November night, most people though the
world would leave behind forever.

Boston American
Monday, November 11, 1918

JOSEP BOSCH / www.josepbosch.net

FRONT PAGES FROM HISTORY

s soon as I received the
letter you will find below, I
knew that my column was
filed for the week. So be-
sides my deepest thanks to

the author for his apology, I also must
extend him my gratitude for reducing
my workload.

Here you have the letter I received in
an envelope postmarked Glasgow and
smelling slightly of lager:

"I am a Rangers fan, and I am thor-
oughly ashamed of mine and my fellow
hooligans’ behaviour last week during
our visit to your lovely city.

We truly do, from the very bottom of
our hearts, apologize for our collective
crimes of showing no respect at all for
our hosts, for throwing our empty beer
cans and whiskey bottles all over your
wonderful streets, for confusing your

A
public squares with public toilets, for
buying and then actually wearing Mexi-
can sombreros and for serenading you all
with our drunken ditties.

But most of all, and I would like to
think that I speak for all of the hooligans
who participated in the debauchery of
last week, I want to ask your forgiveness
for our attitude, an attitude that only va-
ried between the annoying and the arro-
gant, our pose of being superior visitors
in an inferior country worthy only of
our disdain.

Because we know it all comes from
our own sense of impotence (an impo-
tence proven by our prioritizing of
drinking and fighting over the com-
monly loved mating), of our collective
surrender when confronted with ac-
tually making a good life and a good city
of our dank and dreary homes."

The repentant hooligan
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